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Sculp
Coffee Table

Designed by Simon Legald for Normann Copenhagen
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Organic silhouettes 
and honest materials 
Sculp is a sculptural coffee table that captures 
attention with its flowing and organic silhouette. The 
gracefully curved shape creates a striking contrast to 
the materials used, which consist of  carefully crafted, 
straight planks of  solid ash wood. With a desire for 
a free and imperfect design, the shape was hand-
drawn. The result is a design characterized by its 
imperfect lines, evident in the dynamic contours of  
the tabletop and the unconventional yet appealing 
elliptical table legs.

Sculp is made of  100% solid ash wood and exudes 
exceptional craftsmanship. The table is available 
in two sizes: A smaller variant and a larger version, 
each with three and four precisely balanced table 
legs, respectively. The smaller version serves as a 
graceful companion to the larger one, effortlessly 
sliding underneath the big table as both a practical 
and visually harmonious side table. The use of  solid 
ash wood, carefully stained with a sophisticated deep 
brown shade, further enhances Sculp’s allure and 
radiates an aura of  refined elegance.
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Color: Brown stained ash 

Material: Stained ash 

Dimensions: Small: H: 39 x L: 65 x D: 45,5 cm, Large: H: 47 x L: 109 x D: 64 cm

Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies 

Sculp Coffee Table Small
H: 39 x L: 65 x D: 45,5 cm

Sculp Coffee Table Large
H: 47 x L: 109 x D: 64 cm

https://bit.ly/3Chx8Ml
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normann-copenhagen.presscloud.com 

For further information or loan requests 
for editorial photoshoots please contact 

Anna Willerslev
Brand Activation Manager

anna@normann-copenhagen.com

Connecting People and Spaces

Since Normann Copenhagen’s foundation in 1999,  
our ambition has been to challenge conventional  
thinking and make the ordinary extraordinary  

through great design. By combining the craftsmanship, 
functionality and endurance characterized by our Danish 

design heritage with modern silhouettes and durable  
materials, we aim to create original products in a  

contemporary design that withstand the test of  time.  
We believe in uniting people and spaces across the world 
and improving the quality of  people’s lives through the 

power of  great design. Our products combine  
functionality and design and accommodate the diversity 

of  needs of  modern life in residential and  
professional interiors alike. 
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